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Style and Accuracy Landing committee Report 
For the ISC Style and Accuracy landing committee, 2023 was very dynamic full of different 
discussion’s and new ideas.  

8 meetings were done.  

All colleagues took an active place and themes for the evolution of our discipline were discussed. 

Above 220 competitors took place in the 7 rounds of the World Cup Series in Croatia ,  Slovenia 
,Czech Republick, Italy , Austria, Switzerland and UAE.  

EEAC is gaining a lot of popularity with it’s 5 rounds in Bulgaria , Bosnian , Poland , Romania and 
Hungary. 

Too bad that still not all competition from WCS and EEAC are not FAI second category event but I 
hope after the new ranking system taking place that there will be a bigger interest in registering in 
this type of competitions. 

After many problems and postponed the European Championship although it still took place in 
the beginning of October in Ravenna Italy. 

 The high price and the postponed left a negative mark on the number of the competitors. 

We has only 124 competitors – 33 female and 5 juniors female and 71 male and 13 junior male for 
Accuracy landing and for Style just 21 male and 8 junior male, 12 female and 4 junior female 

 We all have to think about making a bid for an event. 

I know there is no one wanting on being a host for an competition, but we shouldn’t accept bids, 
which later are very hard to made and have a low number of competitors. 

There was another important question that came up during that competition and it was also the 
future of the style discipline, also the way of the organization and combination of style and 
accuracy. 

The limits and knowledge of the organization also has to be questioned.  

The pick for a meet director is very important for the success of every event. 

In Ravenna, there was a no meet director. 

There were mistakes done by the judging team.  

There was no scoring system for the overall and everything was done manually. 

When there was a problem with the camera no one was told about that (Event judge, Meet 
director,  FAI controller ) 

The Chief Judge had to fix and approve the results but he did not show up until the prize giving 
ceremony. 

Future events  

2024 World Championship in Czech Republic  

For 2025 and 2026, there are still no bids for the place of the events. We spoke with Croatia, 
Portugal, and Bulgaria. Or Mondial 2026 ??? 



  

 


